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Titles in the series:  Arctic and Antarctic Survival Guide 
• Desert Survival Guide • Ocean Survival Guide • Mountain Survival Guide 
• Rainforest Survival Guide • Desert Island Survival Guide

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

Brave The Biome
This fun and informative 
survival guide series 
introduces readers to our 
planet’s most challenging 
environments and how 
humans can survive there. 

Titles in the series:  
Lost Kings and Kingdoms • Fakes and Hoaxes • The Bermuda Triangle 
• Lost Worlds • Tombs and Lost Treasure • Alien Visitations

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

hisTory raiders!
This exciting series 
introduces readers to the 
world’s greatest historical 
mysteries, and takes them 
on a journey of discovery 
to solve their puzzles.

Calcium is a book packager 
that specialises in producing 
high-quality non-fiction for 
children. We create dynamic 
new series concepts, which can 
be tailored to suit publisher 
requirements. We also sell 
rights to our backlist.

Our 2019 list offers something for 
every reader. From discovering 
mindful techniques to deal with 
teenage issues through to learning 
about world faiths, our new range 
of concepts will engage young 
minds everywhere. 

NeW CoNCePTs

New Concepts .......p.2
Backlist ................ p.12
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Titles in the series:  Train Your Brain to... Beat the Bullies 
• Deal with Drinking and Drugs • Figure Out Your Family  
• Deal with Hormones • Mind Your Money • Cinch Your Career

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

miNdFul miNd maPs
Make way for Mindful Mind 
Maps, a series that takes the 
reader by the hand and 
guides them through the 
mind-boggling world of 
adolescent problems!

Titles in the series: 
Jane Goodall • Marie Curie • Rachel Carson • Mary Seacole  
• Elizabeth Blackwell • Rosalind Franklin

Titles in the series:  
Special Forces • The Air Force • The Navy • Undercover Operations  
• The Police Force • The Army

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

suPergirls oF sCieNCe
This series explores some 
of the world’s greatest 
female scientists and the 
trail they blazed for future 
women scientists around 
the world. 

Careers oN The FroNTliNe
Find out what it means 
to work on the frontline 
and devote your career to 
defending your homeland 
against enemy forces. 

Titles in the series:  World War I • World War II • The Vietnam War • 
The Iraq War • The Afghanistan War • The Syrian Civil War • The War 
Against ISIS • The Drugs War         ...The Children’s Stories

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

War Child
This powerful series explores 
what it means to be a child 
caught up in war, and tells 
the stories of children who 
have experienced some of the 
world’s most bitter conflicts.

Titles in the series:  
Adaptation and Survival • Animal Anatomy • Habitats • Food Webs and 
Chains • Plant Anatomy • Life Cycles

8 x 10 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

The sCieNCe oF survival
Discover how life on Earth 
survives through life science. 
Beautiful photographs 
and a captivating design 
bring fascinating stories of 
survival to life. 
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Titles in the series: 
Our Solar System • Earth and the Moon • The Outer Planets • The Inner 
Planets • Comets, Asteroids, and Other Space Objects • Our Sun

81/2 x 11 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

sPaCe Figured ouT
Learn about the wonders 
of space through amazing 
facts and figures, from the 
mysteries of our sun and 
solar system through to 
astonishing asteroids. 

Titles in the series: 
Exploring Islam • Exploring Judaism • Exploring Hinduism  
• Exploring Sikhism • Exploring Buddhism • Exploring Christianity

7 x 9 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

religioN revealed
Religion Revealed takes an 
in-depth and exploratory look 
at the world’s chief religions, 
examining their origins, their 
core beliefs, and how people 
today follow their ideologies. 

Titles in the series:  The Future of Science in Transportation • The Future of 
Science in Industry • The Future of Science in Medicine • The Future of Science 
in Energy • The Future of Science in Space • The Future of Science in the Home

7 x 9 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

sCieNCe oN sTaNdBy
This exciting series takes 
a look at science and 
technology innovations 
‘on standby’, and how they 
will change the lives of 
the next generation. 

Titles in the series:  
Volcanic Eruptions • Earthquakes • Tsunamis • Hurricanes  
• Wildfires • Floods

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

FloWCharT smarT – NaTural disasTers
This fun and informative 
series uses flowcharts  
to reinforce the  
scientific principles  
of natural disasters.

Titles in the series:  World War I • World War II • The Vietnam War 
• The American Civil War • The American Revolution • The Afghanistan War  
• The Iraq War • The War on Terror • The War Against Isis • The Syrian Civil War

7 x 9 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

hisTory iN your haNds
History in Your Hands invites 
readers to explore what 
decisions they may have 
made at key turning points 
in history, and the outcomes 
they might have had. 
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Titles in the series: 
Grassland • Mountain • Desert • Rain Forest • Tundra • Ocean

Titles in the series:  Ocean Rescue and Exploration • Mountain Rescue and 
Exploration • Desert Rescue and Exploration • Space Rescue and Exploration 
• Jungle Rescue and Exploration • Snow and Ice Rescue and Exploration

Titles in the series:  Cook Your Way Across North America • Cook Your Way 
Across Asia • Cook Your Way Across Africa • Cook Your Way Across Europe  
• Cook Your Way Across South America • Cook Your Way Across Australia

7 x 9 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

7 x 9 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

7 x 9 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

WelCome To my World
Welcome to My World 
introduces readers to the 
world’s most exciting biomes, 
the awe-inspiring predators 
within them, and the intrepid 
people who study them. 

sTem To The resCue
STEM to the Rescue examines 
how science, technology, 
engineering, and math have 
helped save lives and made 
intrepid exploration possible 
all over the world.

TasTeBud TourisT
Welcome to the wonderful 
world of cooking! Journey 
across the continents and 
discover how to cook the 
dishes of the people who 
live there. 

Titles in the series:  
Making a Car • Making a Smartphone • Making a Baseball Hat  
• Making a Book • Making a Can of Soup • Making a Box of Cereal

81/2 x 11 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

hoW do They maKe iT?
Find out how some of the 
most seemingly ordinary 
goods go through a 
fascinating construction 
process in this in-depth 
look at manufacturing.

Titles in the series: Build a Robot • Make a Rocket • Make a Drone • Build a Go-Kart • Build a Camera 
• Make an Electric Maze • Build a Skyscraper • Make a Catapult • Build a Bridge • Make a Flower Press • Print a 
T-Shirt • Make a Nature Sanctuary • Build a Plant Lab • Build a Board Game • Design a Glow-in-the-Dark Dress

81/2 x 10 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

suPer sTem ProJeCTs
This hands-on, entry level 
series allows young readers to 
explore STEM through exciting 
projects that use and expand 
their science, technology, 
engineering, and math skills.
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Titles in the series: 
On the Pitch • On the Court • On the Water • On the Track • On the Bike  
• On the Board

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

sTem sPorTiNg heroes
This series examines how 
people have overcome 
disability to excel in sport, 
and the developments 
in sport science and 
technology that help them.

Titles in the series: 
Dealing with Drugs and Alcohol • Managing Money • Managing Relationships 
• Living Away from Home • Keeping Healthy • Planning a Career

Titles in the series: Make a Mega... Go-Kart Using Wheels and Axles 
• Truck Using Levers • Crane Using Pulleys • Robot Using Screws  
• Skateboard Ramp Using Wedges • Racetrack Using Inclined Planes

Titles in the series: 
Rain and Floods • Wind and Hurricanes • Snow and Blizzards  
• Sunshine and Drought

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

81/2 x 11 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

81/2 x 11 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

Cool ChoiCes For College liFe
Young people face many 
choices during college life. 
This series helps them 
make good decisions and 
learn cognitive skills, such 
as mind mapping. 

maKe a mega maChiNe
Find out all about mega 
machines and how they  
rely on wheels, levers, 
pulleys, screws, wedges,  
and inclined planes to work. 

WarNiNg! Wild WeaTher
Discover what weather 
is and what causes 
dangerous, wild 
weather in this 
exciting, high-interest 
series for children.

Titles in the series: Horrible Rulers of... Ancient Rome 
• Ancient Greece • Ancient Egypt • Ancient China • Medieval Times 
• Tudor Times • the Renaissance • the Modern World

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

WaNTed!
Find out who history’s 
most horrible rulers were 
and why they are ‘wanted’ 
for their terrible crimes 
against humanity.
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Titles in the series: 
Rainforests • Oceans • Wetlands • Mountains • Grasslands  
• Deserts • Tundra

Titles in the series: 
Raging Rivers • Open Oceans • Deadly Deserts • Wild Rainforests  
• Mega Mountains • Freezing Frontiers

81/2 x 10 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

siZiNg uP eCosysTems
This series explores 
ecosystems by scale and 
examines how creatures 
of all sizes have a role 
to play in ecosystems 
around the world. 

suPer sTem eXPlorers
Explore the world and its 
incredible geography using 
STEM, and discover how 
the legendary explorers of 
the past used STEM to learn 
more about our world. 

Titles in the series:  Top Math Skills for Everyday Life • Top English Skills for 
Everyday Life • Top Science Skills for Everyday Life • Top Tech Skills for Everyday 
Life • Top Geography Skills for Everyday Life • Top Design Skills for Everyday Life

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

Too Cool For sChool!
This series looks at how 
classroom skills are 
‘real-world’ skills, 
explaining to readers how 
they can use them in their 
everyday lives.

Titles in the series:  The Rock Cycle • Living at Extremes • The Water Cycle • Biomes and 
Ecology • Weather and Seasons • Natural Resources • Landforms • Natural Disasters • Plant Anatomy 
• Changing Climate • Animal Anatomy • Pollution • Adaptation and Survival • Sustainable Life

81/2 x 11 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

Be aN earTh sCieNTisT!
This series introduces 
readers to the systems 
that shape our planet. It 
offers activities that 
encourage them to see 
earth science in practice.

Titles in the series: 
From Seed to Sunflower • From Seed to Carrot • From Seed to Bean Plant 
• From Seed to Tree • From Seed to Tomato • From Seed to Pumpkin

81/2 x 11 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

see hoW iT groWs
This series looks at plant 
life cycles and encourages 
readers to follow a plant 
life cycle themselves by 
growing their own plant.
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Titles in the series: 
Brazil • United States • Canada • China • Italy • Egypt • Mexico • France  
• Kenya • India • Spain • Thailand • Japan • Germany • Australia

81/2 x 11 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

origami CouNTries
This fun series looks at 
countries around the 
world while offering 
young readers beautiful 
origami activities.

Titles in the series:

81/2 x 11 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

TeCh TimeliNes
Tech Timelines 
explores the history of 
technological development 
throughout the course of 
human history.

From Stone Age to Phone Age: the History of Communication • From Fire to Solar Power: the History of 
Energy • From Wheel to Rocket: the History of Transportation • From Shaman to Bionic Man: the History of 
Medicine • From Club to Bomb: the History of Warfare • From Cave to Skyscraper: the History of Buildings

Titles in the series:  Pollution Solutions • Heroic Home Improvements 
• Transforming Transportation • Agricultural Advances • Bright Ideas  
for Lights • Super Solar Energy • Brand New Burials • Water Wonders

Titles in the series: 
China’s Culture • India’s Culture • Mexico’s Culture  
• The Philippine’s Culture • Vietnam’s Culture • Cuba’s Culture

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

81/2 x 11 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

Weird Ways To save The PlaNeT
Discover some of most 
extraordinary ways in which 
brilliant brains are using 
whacky science to save the 
planet in this fun exploration 
of inginuity and invention.

CulTures iN your World
Discover some of Earth’s 
most vibrant cultures in this 
beautiful series. Each culture’s 
traditions and histories are 
explored along with their 
modern-day transformations.

81/2 x 11 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

iNside The iNdusTry
Great STEAM skills can make 
for a glittering career. Take  
a look inside the industry 
and find out how STEAM is 
used every day in some of the 
world’s most exciting jobs.

Titles in the series:  
Careers in Video Games • Careers in Comic Books • Careers in Social Media  
• Careers in Music Production • Careers in Fashion • Careers in Culinary Arts
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Titles in the series: 
Spring • Summer • Fall • Winter

Titles in the series: 
The Science Behind Sticky Stuff • Turn Up the Heat • Get to Grip with 
Gases • Get the Measure of Your Mixtures

81/2 x 11 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

81/2 x 11 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

origami seasoNs
This fun series looks at 
the seasons while offering 
young readers beautiful 
origami activities. 

KiTCheN sCieNCe
Turn your kitchen into 
a science lab and carry 
out fun experiments to 
find out about solids, 
liquids and gases.

Titles in the series: 
Oceans • Mountains • Rain Forests • Deserts • Wetlands • Tundra  
• Rivers and Lakes

81/2 x 10 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

Zoom iN oN
This series examines 
Earth – seen first from 
space then close up, 
revealing one biome, 
layer by layer, through 
stunning photographs.

Titles in the series: 
Hidden... India • Canada • China • Brazil • Vietnam • Greece • Italy • Turkey 
• Spain • Israel • France • Japan

7 x 9 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

hiddeN
This series takes a look at 
the authentic cultures of 
countries around the world, 
examining lesser-known 
facts about their customs, 
beliefs and traditions. 

Titles in the series: 
Breakfast Lab • Lunch Lab • Dinner Lab • Dessert Lab  
• Snack Lab • Drink Lab

81/2 x 11 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

KiTCheN laB
This series examines the 
scientific processes at work 
when we cook, and offers 
fun recipe activities so 
children can see science in 
action in their own kitchen. 
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Titles in the series: 
Space Exploration • Communication • Energy • Medicine • Engineering  
• Transportation

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

TeChNology Time Traveler
Travel back in time 
to learn how history’s 
great inventors used 
technology to advance 
the modern world and 
change the way we live. 

Titles in the series: 
Clothes • Paper and Card • Plastic • Toys

81/2 x 11 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

eCo CraFTy
This series looks at 
sustainable living and how 
recycling rubbish helps us  
to protect our planet. Each 
book also features fun 
step-by-step craft activities.

Titles in the series: 
Oceans • Mountains • Rain Forests • Deserts • Wetlands • Tundra

81/2 x 10 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

eCosysTem iNFograPhiCs
This series looks at 
ecosystems around the 
world, from coral reefs 
to deserts, rainforests, 
and mountains, through 
infographics. 

Titles in the series: 
Landforms • Rocks and Minerals • Natural Disasters • Rivers, Oceans,  
and Lakes • Weather • The Water Cycle

81/2 x 10 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

maPPiNg earTh sCieNCe
Discover earth science and 
how it governs our world in 
this fun exploratory series. 
Includes maps featuring key 
areas of the world in which 
earth science can be seen.

Titles in the series:  Larry Page and Sergey Brin • Steve Jobs and Steve 
Wozniak • Evan Williams and Biz Stone • Bill Gates and Paul Allen • Bill 
Hewlett and David Packard • Steve Chen, Chad Hurley, and Jawed Karim

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

digiTal dream Teams
This series looks at the story 
of the world’s great tech 
tycoon teams and offers 
children activities that will 
help them develop their own 
digital dream team. 
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Titles in the series: 
A Home • A Family • Food • Water • A School • Clothes

81/2 x 11 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

everyBody Needs
This series looks at the 
fundamental needs of 
humans and how they are 
met in different places all 
around the world. 

Titles in the series: 
Across Asia • Across Africa • Across North America • Across South 
America • Across Europe • Across Australia

81/2 x 10 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

maKersPaCe JourNeys
This series takes readers on 
a journey across the world’s 
continents and its cultures. 
Readers use their makerspace 
skills to create items intrinsic 
to each culture.
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We have more than  
500 informative, 
entertaining and 
educational non-fiction 
titles available for 
rights purchase.

BaCKlisT

Titles in the series:  
Supervolcano • Epic Earthquake • Mega Tsunami • Raging Wildfire  
• Hurricane Horror • Fearsome Flood

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

doomsday disasTers
This exciting series 
examines the scientific 
causes of mega natural 
disasters and looks at what 
humans are doing to 
prepare for such events.

Titles in the series:  How to Choose Your Perfect...  
• Business Career • Engineering Career • Computer Science Career  
• Math Career • Science Career • Design Technology Career

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
64 pages 
Full colour

Cool Career ChoiCes
This series uses flowcharts 
and mind maps to guide 
teens through crucial 
choices that will determine 
their career paths.

Titles in the series:  
Fracking • Wind Power • Solar Power • Geothermal Energy  
• Nuclear Energy • Biomass Energy

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

eNergy evoluTioNs
This forward-looking series 
examines how the energy 
industry is changing and 
evolving to cope with the 
complexities and challenges of 
energy provision in our world.
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Titles in the series: 
Mountains • Oceans • Grasslands • Wetlands • Deserts • Rain Forests

Titles in the series:  
Charles Darwin • Albert Einstein • Stephen Hawking • Sir Isaac Newton 
• Galileo Galilei • Rachel Carson

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
64 pages 
Full colour

FloWCharT smarT – eCosysTems
This series uses  
flowcharts to explore  
the world’s key biomes  
and their intricate 
ecosystems. 

sCieNTisTs Who ChaNged The World
This engaging series 
explores the world’s  
greatest scientists and 
examines how their 
discoveries changed  
society forever. 

Titles in the series:  
Basketball • Football • Snow and Ice Sports • Street Sports  
• Aquatic Sports • Cycle Sports

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

sCieNCe geTs PhysiCal
This dynamic series 
explores the world of 
physical science in some of 
our best-loved sports, from 
basketball and street sports 
to football and snow sports.

Titles in the series:  Riches of the Rain Forest • Treasure in the Tundra • 
Bounty of the Ocean • Wealth of the Wetland • Prizes of the Mountain • 
Fortunes from the River

7 x 9 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

BillioN-dollar Biomes
Billion-Dollar Biomes 
explores the Earth’s 
most resource-abundant 
biomes and explains how 
humans are profiting 
from their riches. 

Titles in the series:  
The Ancient Chinese • The Ancient Egyptians • The Ancient Greeks  
• The Aztecs • The Maya • The Romans 

7 x 9 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

PioNeeriNg PeoPle
Pioneering People takes a 
look at some of the most 
dynamic and adventurous 
people of the past and how 
they forged their intrepid 
civilizations. 
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Titles in the series: Innovators Advancing Medicine • Innovators Challenging 
Climate Change • Innovators Dealing with Natural Disasters • Innovators Feeding the 
Planet • Innovators Improving Transportation • Innovators Tackling the Energy Crisis

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

earTh’s iNNovaTors
A series that examines 
how young innovators 
are using science, 
research and ingenuity 
to solve our planet’s most 
pressing problems.

Titles in the series: 
Aquatic Sports • Combat Sports • Cycle Sports • Snow and Ice Sports  
• Sports in the Wild • Street Sports

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

sPorTs For suPergirls
This series shows girls that 
extreme sports are not just for the 
boys! Find out just how great girls 
can be at all kinds of sports—then 
find your inner supergirl and try 
them out for yourself!

Titles in the series: 
Space Station • Space Rocket • Spaceship • Space Center • Space Probe • 
Space Lander and Rover

7 x 9 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

hoW To Build a...
How to Build a… takes an 
in-depth look at how exciting 
space buildings, research 
centers, probes, space 
stations and space vehicles 
are designed and built.

Titles in the series:  
Christopher Columbus • James Cook • Marco Polo • Lewis and Clark •  
• David Livingstone • Henry Hudson

7 x 9 ins 
64 pages 
Full colour

eXPlorers Who ChaNged The World
Explorers Who Changed 
the World looks at some 
of the world’s greatest 
adventurers and how their 
explorations and discoveries 
changed the world forever.

Titles in the series: 
Fossils • Minerals • Crystals • Igneous Rocks • Metamorphic Rocks  
• Sedimentary Rocks

7 x 9 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

roCK CyCle road TriP
This fun and inviting 
series takes the reader 
on a road trip tour of the 
world’s greatest rock 
cycle science. 
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Titles in the series: 
Emotion and Your Brain • Language, Communication and Your Brain • Left Brain Vs. Right 
Brain • Memory and Your Brain • The Senses and Your Brain • Sleep, Dreams and Your Brain

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

WhaT goes oN iNside your BraiN?
Discover how the amazing 
human brain works in this 
intriguing series. Includes 
critical thinking questions 
that invite readers to further 
explore the mind.

Titles in the series: 
Jane Austen • Charles Dickens • Anne Frank • George Orwell  
• John Steinbeck • Alice Walker

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
64 pages 
Full colour

WriTers Who ChaNged The World
This series looks at the 
great writers, novelists and 
poets who have affected 
society and changed 
people’s outlooks and views 
through their works. 

Titles in the series: 
The Ancient Chinese • The Ancient Egyptians The Aztecs • The Maya  
• The Romans • The Vikings

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

hisTory’s horror sTories
Uncover some of the 
most chilling practices in 
ancient history. This series 
explores the gruesome 
past with a detail that 
young readers will love!

Titles in the series:  Alien Encounters in History • Demonic Possessions in 
History • ESP Cases in History • Ghosts and Poltergeists in History • Mysterious 
Disappearances in History • Near Death Experiences and Reincarnation in History 

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

The ParaNormal ThroughouT hisTory
This series explores the 
paranormal in human 
history, from its earliest 
recordings through to our 
modern-day experience of 
paranormal phenomena.

Titles in the series: 
Border Security • Health Care • Presidential Power • Terrorism  
• The Arms Race • Trade Wars 

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

WhaT’s your vieWPoiNT?
A thought-provoking series 
that examines critical issues. 
Each book presents the two 
sides of debates, and asks the 
reader figure out what their 
own viewpoint is. 
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Titles in the series: 
Ancient China • Ancient Egypt • Ancient Greece • Ancient Rome  
• The Aztecs • The Maya • The Mississipian Culture

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

aNalyZe The aNCieNTs
Take a look at history’s 
ancient civilisations 
through the objects they 
left behind. Readers 
analyse amazing artefacts 
and answer key questions.

Titles in the series: 
Baffling Bathing Customs • Brutal Body Binding and Modification • Deadly 
Diets • Horrendous Hair Care • Terrible and Toxic Makeup • Scary Skin Care

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

The BiZarre hisTory oF BeauTy
Discover the bizarre beauty 
routines and rituals of 
people throughout history, 
from toxic lotions and deadly 
potions to painful body 
binding and piercing.

Titles in the series: Will Robots Ever Be Smarter Than Humans? • Is 
Human Cloning in Our Future? • Are We Alone in the Universe? • Do Parallel 
Universes Exist? • What’s Inside a Black Hole? • Is Time Travel Possible?

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

BeyoNd The Theory: sCieNCe oF The FuTure
Explore the most cutting 
edge and intriguing 
theories about space 
science and the future 
of the human race in this 
exciting new series. 

Titles in the series: 
Inclined Planes • Levers • Pulleys • Screws • Wedges • Wheels and Axles

81/2 x 11 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

TeChNology iN aCTioN
Discover how simple 
machines work and how 
they help us, from the 
wheels and axles on a 
bicycle through to the 
pulleys on a crane.

Titles in the series: 
Inside the CIA • Inside the DEA • Inside the FBI • Inside Interpol  
• Inside the Secret Service • Inside the Special Forces

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

CoverT Careers
Step inside some of the 
world’s most secretive 
organizations and discover 
what it is really like to have 
a challenging covert career 
within them.
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Titles in the series: 
Baseball • Basketball • Football • Hockey • Lacrosse • Soccer

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

miNd vs musCle
This series explores 
how sports psychology 
and strategy is as 
important as physical 
fitness and strength in 
competitive sports.

Titles in the series: 
Bipolar Disorder • Multiple Sclerosis • Autism • Cystic Fibrosis 
• Depression • Down Syndrome

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

geNeTiC diseases aNd geNe TheraPies
Discover what it means to have 
an hereditary disease, how it is 
passed on and what scientists 
are doing to try to stop and 
control such conditions. 

Titles in the series: 
In Politics • In Science • In Entertainment • In Finance • In Medicine  
• In Business • In Technology

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

diversiTy iN aCTioN
This series looks at how 
people of different abilities, 
race, culture, and social 
and economic background 
have had careers in many 
important fields. 

Titles in the series: 
Classic Recipes • Drinks and Desserts • Healthy Snacks • Party Food • 
Pasta and Pizza • Vegetarian Food

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

CooKiNg sKills
This vibrant cooking series 
shows teenagers how to 
master basic culinary skills 
and create fun, nutritious, and 
quick-to-cook meals that will 
fit into their busy lifestyles.

Titles in the series: How Electric and Hybrid Cars Work • How a Solar-
Powered Car Works • How Recycling Works • How Renewable Energy 
Works • How Carbon Footprints Work • How Community Gardens Work

8 x 10 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

eCo WorKs
How does going green work? 
Discover how the eco-friendly 
world operates, from how 
an electric car or a solar-
powered home works to how 
community gardens are run. 
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Titles in the series: A Mexican Cookbook for Kids • A Chinese Cookbook 
for Kids • An Italian Cookbook for Kids • A French Cookbook for Kids  
• An Indian Cookbook for Kids • A Mediterranean Cookbook for Kids

Titles in the series: 
Cybercrime • Terrorism • Cold Cases • Homicide • Espionage  
• Criminal Profiling

81/2 x 11 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

8 x 10 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

CooKiNg arouNd The World
Find out how to recreate 
the most mouth-watering 
dishes from around the 
world in these easy step-
by-step guides.

Crime sCieNCe
When a crime is solved, 
how does science play a 
part? Discover the world of 
forensics and crime science 
in this exciting series.

Titles in the series:  The Science of  the  Rock Cycle • The Science of  the 
Weather and Seasons •  The Science of  the Water Cycle • The Science of 
Landforms • The Science of Natural Resources • The Science of Pollution

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

FloWCharT smarT – earTh sCieNCe
Using flowcharts to 
reinforce sometimes-
complicated scientific 
theory, Flowchart 
Smart looks at the 
science of Earth.

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

FloWCharT smarT – humaN Body
Using flowcharts to reinforce 
sometimes complicated 
scientific theory, Flowchart 
Smart looks at the science  
of the human body.

Titles in the series: The Science of... the Brain • the Heart and 
Circulatory System • the Digestive System • the Senses  
• the Skeleton and Muscles • the Lungs and Respiratory System

Titles in the series: The Science of Sound • The Science of Forces 
• The Science of Light • The Science of Electricity • The Science of Heat  
• The Science of Magnetism

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

FloWCharT smarT – PhysiCal sCieNCe
This series uses flowcharts 
to reinforce physical 
science theory. It looks at 
key principles such as how 
sound is made and heard, 
and how heat is generated.
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Titles in the series: 
Camping • Kayaking and Canoeing • Fishing • Hunting

Titles in the series: Drawing Fairies, Mermaids and Unicorns 
• Drawing Pirates and Pirate Ships • Drawing Baby Animals  
• Drawing Dragons • Drawing Dinosaurs • Drawing Knights and Castles

71/8 x 81/2 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

81/2 x 11 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

adveNTures iN The greaT ouTdoors
Calling all young explorers, 
it’s time to escape into  
the great outdoors! Get 
busy, get active, and go 
wild with these great 
outdoor guides.

learN To draW
Find out how to draw your 
favourite subjects, from 
fairies and mermaids 
to pirates, dragons and 
knights with these fun and 
easy step-by-step guides. 

Titles in the series: 
Light • Energy • Electricity • Magnetism • Sound • Forces and Motion

Titles in the series: Shark: Killer King of the Ocean • Wolf: Killer King of 
the Wild • Polar Bear: Killer King of the Ice • Lion: Killer King of the Plains  
• Boa Constrictor: Killer King of the Jungle • Alligator: Killer King of the Swamp

8 x 10 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

81/2 x 11 ins
32 pages
Full colour

PhysiCal sCieNCe
What would the world be 
like without gravity, light 
or sound? Find out in this 
exploration of physical 
science and the role it plays 
in our everyday lives.

ToP oF The Food ChaiN
The world’s food chains are 
dominated by awe-inspiring 
predators. Find out more about 
the planet’s top killers and 
discover just why they are at 
the top of their food chain. 

Titles in the series: 
How to Survive... in the Arctic and Antarctica • in the Desert • in the Ocean 
• on a Mountain • in the Rainforest • on a Desert Island

71/8 x 81/2 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

Tough guides
From shark-infested 
oceans to deadly deserts 
and towering mountains, 
discover just what it takes 
to survive in the world’s 
toughest environments!
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Titles in the series: 
Ant Colonies • Chimpanzee Troops • Dog Packs • Wolf Packs  
• Dolphin and Whale Pods • Lion Prides

Titles in the series: 
Genetic Modification • Global Positioning System • Planet Under Pressure 
• World Economy

Titles in the series: 
Sand Art • Food Art • Junk Art • Nature Art • Paper Art • Clay Art

71/8 x 81/2 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

8 x 10 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

81/2 x 11 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

aNimal armies
Find out how the world’s 
greatest animal groups 
operate as a highly-organised, 
and often ruthless, army to 
survive in these fascinating 
insights into the animal world.

asK The eXPerTs
What do the experts really 
think about population 
explosion, GM, genetic 
engineering or the state  
of the global economy? Find 
out in this insightful series.

aWesome arT
Discover how awesome 
art can be and how 
you can make amazing 
pieces of art from just 
about anything!

Titles in the series: 
Pulleys • Wheels and Axels • Levers • Wedges • Screws • Inclined Planes

Titles in the series: 
Tips for Better... Writing • Listening • Speaking • Research • Planning  
• Social Networking

81/2 x 11 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

73/4 x 10 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

sCieNCe eXPerimeNTs WiTh 
simPle maChiNes

Discover what wedges, wheels, 
screws, planes and axels 
are and the role they play in 
machines all around you in  
this informative introduction 
to physical science.

The sTudeNT’s ToolBoX
Discover how to improve 
the skills needed to be a 
great student, from writing 
and listening to planning, 
speaking and social 
networking. 
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Titles in the series: How Does GPS Work? • How Does a Touch Screen 
Work? • How Does Cloud Computing Work? • How Does a Network Work? 
• How Does WiFi Work? • How Does Voice Recognition Work?

Titles in the series: What Is... a Dictatorship? • Democracy? 
• Communism? • a Monarchy? • a Parliamentary Government? • Socialism?

Titles in the series: Horrible Jobs... in Ancient Greece and Rome 
• in Ancient Egypt • in Medieval Times • of the Renaissance  
• in Colonial Times • of the Industrial Revolution

81/2 x 11 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

8 x 10 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

81/2 x 11 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

high-TeCh sCieNCe
Find out how the world 
of high-tech science 
works, from GPS to Cloud 
Computing, and how high-
tech science has changed 
the way we live today.

uNdersTaNdiNg  
PoliTiCal sysTems

From communism to 
democracy, discover what 
the world’s key political 
systems are, how they 
work and where in the 
world they are found today.

hisTory’s mosT horriBle JoBs
What was it like to be a toilet 
cleaner in medieval times, 
a miner in ancient Greece 
or a wig maker in colonial 
America? Find out in this fun 
and informative series.

Titles in the series: 
Save the Cheetah • Save the Chimpanzee • Save the Giant Panda  
• Save the Gorilla • Save the Humpback Whale • Save the Tiger

Titles in the series: 
Eating Disorders • Alcohol • Drugs • Gangs and Crime • Family Break-Ups 
• Homelessness

71/8 x 81/2 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

61/2 x 91/8 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

aNimal sos
Discover some of the 
world’s most endangered 
animals, why they are in 
danger and what you can 
do to help protect them.

uNderCover sTory
Explore some of the most 
pressing issues facing 
young people today, from 
drugs to homelessness. 
Discover the facts through 
‘undercover stories’.
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Titles in the series: 
Einstein and Eddington • Darwin and Wallace • Watson and Crick  
• Goodall and Leakey • Tesla and Edison • Pierre and Marie Curie

Titles in the series: 
Fighting... AIDS • Cancer • Malaria • Polio • Smallpox • The Flu

Titles in the series: 
Superstar Mammals • Superstar Reptiles • Superstar Birds • Superstar 
Insects • Superstar Fish • Superstar Plants

8 x 10 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

61/2 x 9 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

9 x 9 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

dyNamiC duos
Discover some of science’s 
most dynamic pairings 
and how the joint work 
of two genius scientists 
changed the world. 

TiNy BaTTleFields
Find out how a war against 
microscopic disease is being 
fought and won through 
cutting-edge science.

NaTure’s goT TaleNT
Discover nature’s 
most talented singers, 
jumpers, divers, jivers 
and a lot more in this fun 
and informative series 
about the natural world. 

Titles in the series: The Race to... End Epidemics • Find Energy 
• Fix the Global Economy • Feed the Hungry • Survive Climate Change  
• Control the Population

Titles in the series: 
Extreme Plants • Extreme Life Cycles • Extreme Habitats and Biomes  
• Extreme Adaptations • Extreme Food Chains • Extreme Anatomies

8 x 10 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

8 x 10 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

World iN Crisis
Learn about the most 
pressing issues facing 
humanity today, from 
famine to disease, and 
discover how science may 
help solve these crises.

eXTreme Biology
Discover biology at its most 
extreme – from nature’s 
cruellest life cycles through 
to the most extreme food 
chains on Earth. 
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Titles in the series: Invasive Plant Species • Invasive Amphibian and 
Reptile Species • Invasive Mammal Species on Land • Invasive Species in 
the Air • Invasive Species Underwater • Invasive Insect Species

Titles in the series: 
Soil • Minerals • Crystals • Igneous Rocks • Metamorphic Rocks  
• Sedimentary Rocks

Titles in the series: 
Australia • North America • South America • Asia • Africa • Europe

71/8 x 81/2 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

81/2 x 11 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

8 x 11 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

iNvaders From earTh
Find out where on Earth 
aggressive animal and plant 
invaders are attacking the 
ecosystem and the species 
they are threatening.

earTh’s roCKy PasT
Discover Earth’s rock 
cycle and how fossils, soil 
and minerals and crystals 
are made in this high-
interest science series.

maThaloN maPs
Complete the maths 
challenges to work your 
way across the globe in 
this fun new approach to 
maps and atlases.

Titles in the series: Robots in Industry • Robots in Law Enforcement 
• Robots in Medicine • Robots in Space • Robots in the Military  
• Robots Underwater

Titles in the series: 
The Afghanistan War • The Vietnam War • World War I • World War II 
• The American Civil War • The American Revolution

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

amaZiNg roBoTs
Find out how robots are 
changing our world and 
the way we live, and what 
the future of amazing 
robots could hold.

FroNTliNe Families
Using primary and secondary 
sources to examine the 
evidence, find out what life was 
like for families during wartime 
and how conflict changed the 
role of parents and children.
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Titles in the series: Louis Pasteur: Germ Destroyer • Stephen Hawking: Master of 
the Cosmos • Sir Isaac Newton: Overlord of Gravity • Mary Anning: Fossil Hunter 
• Rachel Carson: Environmental Crusader  • Galileo: Conqueror of the Stars

Titles in the series:   
At Home in a Coral Reef • At Home in Rivers and Lakes • At Home in the Desert  
• At Home in the Mountains • At Home in the Ocean • At Home in the Wetlands

Titles in the series: 
Paramedic • Firefighter • Police Officer • Search and Rescue Pilot  
• Lifeguard • Aid Worker

Titles in the series: Exploring... Beyond the Solar System 
• Planet Earth and the Moon • the Outer Planets • the Inner Planets  
• Comets, Asteroids, and Other Objects in Space • the Sun

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

81/2 x 11 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

81/2 x 11 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

suPerheroes oF sCieNCe
Meet the superheroes 
of the world of science 
and find out how these 
legends changed our 
world forever.

a home iN The Biome
Find out what biomes are 
and why some animals 
and plants are suited to 
living in particular biomes 
around the world.

Careers ThaT CouNT
From firefighters and 
doctors through to soldiers 
and police officers, discover 
the jobs that save and 
change lives – the careers 
that really count.

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

sPeCTaCular sPaCe sCieNCe
Find out more about the 
incredible world of space 
and what scientists are 
discovering about our solar 
system and beyond.

Titles in the series: 
Active Citizenship • How Does Congress Work? • The Constitution • Laws 
and the Judicial System • The Role of President • Elections and Voting

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

ameriCaN demoCraCy iN aCTioN
Readers learn about 
American democracy 
then draw their own 
conclusions by answering 
critical thinking questions 
throughout each book. 
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Titles in the series:  
Special Forces • The Air Force • The Navy • Undercover Operations  
• The Police Force  • The Army

Titles in the series: Aliens and UFOs • Fakes and Hoaxes • Lost Kings 
and Kingdoms • Tombs and Cursed Treasure • The Bermuda Triangle and 
Other Danger Zones • Atlantis and Other Lost Worlds

Titles in the series: The Water Cycle • Life Cycles • Earth’s Landforms 
• Food Webs • The Rock Cycle • Plant Structures • Habitats and Biomes  
• Animal Adaptations

Titles in the series: 
Under the Ocean • At the Poles • In the Rainforest • In the Desert  
• In Space • Under the Ground

Titles in the series: 
Volcanic Eruptions • Earthquakes • Tsunamis • Hurricanes  
• Wildfires • Floods

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

81/2 x 11 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

deFeNd aNd ProTeCT
Exploring the world of the 
armed forces, this series 
examines how men and 
women are trained to take 
on roles to defend and 
protect their countries.

mysTery huNTers
Examine some of the 
world’s most exciting 
mysteries, hoaxes and 
unsolved puzzles using 
fact and evidence.

earTh Figured ouT
Learn about our planet’s 
incredible processes through 
amazing facts and figures, 
from the water cycle, to how 
our weather works and what 
causes natural disasters.

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

81/2 x 11 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

sCieNCe oN PaTrol
Brilliant scientists working 
in Earth’s most extreme 
places are making incredible 
discoveries. Find out about 
science on patrol at the very 
ends of the Earth.

NaTure’s ulTimaTe disasTers
Discover the world’s most 
devastating catastrophes, 
from the top 10 worst 
volcanoes on record to the 
10 deadliest tsunamis and 
hurricanes to hit the planet.
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Titles in the series: Surviving the Sea • Surviving the Mountain 
• Surviving the Rain Forest • Surviving the Desert • Surviving the River  
• Surviving the Ice

Titles in the series: 
Skyscrapers • Bridges • Castles and Fortresses • Tunnels  
• Roads • Railroads

Titles in the series: 
Chinese New Year • Halloween • Divali • Christmas • Easter  
• Valentine’s Day

Titles in the series: Animal Traps and Lairs • Deadly Predators 
• Killer Plants • Born Survivors • Amazing Adaptors  
• Animal Homes and Hangouts

Titles in the series: 
Amazing Adaptations • Awesome Animal Bodies • Deadly Habitats 
• Food Chains • Killer Plants • Lethal Life Cycles

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

81/2 x 11 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

81/2 x 11 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

sole survivor
Incredible stories of sole 
survivors who managed to 
survive single-handedly 
in the most dramatic and 
deadly of situations and 
environments.

eNgiNeeriNg eureKas
This series explores the 
story of engineering, how 
breakthroughs were made 
and how each eureka 
moment paved the way for 
future engineering greats.

origami FesTivals
This fun series looks at 
religious festivals for young 
readers while offering them 
beautiful origami activities 
for festivity fun.

61/2 x 9 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

71/8 x 81/2 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

eNgiNeered By NaTure
Written with a high-interest 
style and complete with fun 
activities that help children 
put engineering into 
practice, this series brings 
natural engineering to life.

maTh aTTaCK!
A life science series 
with a twist – providing 
fun math challenges 
throughout each book.
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Titles in the series:

81/2 x 11 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

Fairy Tale FiXers
Explore the world’s 
best-loved fairy 
tales and solve their 
problems with STEM!

Rapunzel - Let Down Your Zip Wire! • The Princess and the Pea - Pass the Pea 
Pressure Test! • Goldilocks and the Three Bears - Take the Temperature Test and Solve 
the Porridge Puzzle! • Jack and the Beanstalk - Chart Your Magic Bean’s Life Cycle!

Titles in the series: 
Make It Out Alive... in a Desert • on a Desert Island • on a Mountain  
• in a Rain Forest • in the Arctic and Antarctic • in the Ocean

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

maKersPaCe survival
A series that includes 
Makerspace and STEM 
activities that examine 
how people survive in 
challenging environments.

Titles in the series: 
Cyber Wars • Drug Wars • The Iraq War • The Syrian Civil War  
• The War Against ISIS • The War in Afghanistan

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

i WiTNess War
This series draws upon 
eyewitness accounts of 
modern conflicts, using the 
evidence to learn about 
each war and what it was 
like to experience it.

Titles in the series: Earthquake Shatters Country • Forest Fire 
Creates Inferno • Hurricane Hits The Coast • Tornado Rips Up City  
• Tsunami Crushes Coastline • Volcano Melts Village

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

earTh uNder aTTaCK!
Find out what natural 
forces are attacking our 
planet and the destruction 
they reap in this high-
interest approach to 
natural disasters. 

Titles in the series: 
Avoiding Bullies? • Drinking and Drugs? • Got a Weird Family?  
• Got Zits and Hormones? • Always Broke? • Got Career Goals?

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

liFe sKills
This series looks at issues 
that trouble young people 
and offers them tactics and 
skills to help them navigate 
the teenage years.
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81/2 x 10 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

Be a sPaCe sCieNTisT!
This series uses STEM 
and NGSS to look at 
space and its challenges.

Titles in the series:

Life on Mars: Can You Colonize a Planet? • Interstellar!: Can You Explore Beyond the Solar System? 
• Our Sun: Can You Figure Out Its Mysteries? • Earth SOS: Can You Save Our Planet? • Our Solar 
System: Can You Explore the Inner Planets? • Our Solar System: Can You Explore the Outer Planets?

Titles in the series: 
In Medicine • In the Military • In Space • In Law Enforcement  
• In Nature • In Industry

7 x 9ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

roBoT PioNeers
This series looks at how 
robots are helping us make 
pioneering discoveries and 
carry out groundbreaking 
work that helps in many 
aspects of our lives. 

Titles in the series: Dollars and Sense • Energy for Everyone? 
• Living Forever • Showtime! • Skin Deep • Social Networking

8 x 10 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

Big BuCK BusiNess
Discover the big business 
players of today, and who the 
global movers and shakers 
of the future might be in this 
fascinating series about the 
world’s top businesses.

Titles in the series: Drawing... Horror Movie Monsters • Mythological 
Monsters • Science Fiction Monsters • Fantasy Monsters • Unexplained 
Mystery Monsters • Monsters from Great Books

Titles in the series: 
Manga Animals • Manga Dinosaurs • Manga Dragons • Manga Martial Arts 
Figures • Manga Monsters • Manga Superheroes

81/2 x 11 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

81/2 x 11 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

hoW To draW moNsTers
Discover how to draw the 
world’s most legendary 
monsters in easy step-by-
steps, from the monsters of 
the big screen to the strangest 
creatures of science fiction.

learN To draW maNga
Calling all Manga fans, now 
you can draw your own 
favourite Manga characters! 
Discover how to recreate this 
captivating art style with  
easy step-by-step guides. 
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Titles in the series: You Can Draw Birds! • You Can Draw Cats! 
• You Can Draw Dogs! • You Can Draw Exotic Pets! • You Can Draw Horses! 
• You Can Draw Fish!

81/2 x 11 ins
32 pages
Full colour

draW your PeT
Find out how to care for 
your favourite pets, then 
discover how to draw 
them too in this fun and 
informative learn-to-
draw series.

Titles in the series: 
Adaptation and Survival • Animal Classification • Food Webs • Life Cycles 
• Life in Extreme Places • Plant Classification

8 x 10 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

liFe sCieNCe sTories
Discover the stories behind 
survival, from how animals 
and plants adapt to their 
environment to the fight they 
have to survive in the world’s 
toughest food chains. 

Titles in the series: The Science of Avalanches • The Science of 
Hurricanes • The Science of Tornadoes • The Science of Tsunamis  
• The Science of Earthquakes • The Science of Volcanoes

Titles in the series: Hoping for Peace in Afghanistan • Hoping for Peace 
in the Middle East • Hoping for Peace in Libya • Hoping for Peace in Sudan 
• Hoping for Peace in Iraq • Hoping for Peace in Iran

8 x 10 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

8 x 10 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

NaTure’s WraTh
Why do terrifying 
earthquakes shake  
the ground and what 
causes tsunamis? 
Discover the answers in 
this fascinating series. 

PeaCe PeN Pals
If two children from both 
sides of a conflict could 
write to each other, what 
would they say? Find out 
what it means to be a child 
in a war-torn country.

Titles in the series: 
Poisoned Oceans • Poisoned Wetlands  
• Poisoned Rivers and Lakes • Poisoned Forests

71/4 x 91/4 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

ToTally ToXiC
Discover how we are 
poisoning our planet, 
who is to blame for 
planet pollution and if 
our world can survive 
this toxic attack.
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Please contact us for  
further details and  
to enquire about  
rights purchase:

sarah eason
sarah@calciumcreative.co.uk  
t: +44 (0) 1746 218085  
m: +44 (0) 7906 373741

www.calciumcreative.co.uk

Children’s Books

Titles in the series: Science Vs. Animal Extinction • Science Vs. Climate 
Change • Science Vs. Crime • Science Vs. Disease • Science Vs. Natural 
Disasters • Science Vs. the Energy Crisis

Titles in the series: 
Ballet Dancer • Broadway Star • Circus Performer • Magician • Movie Star 
• Pop Star

8 x 10 ins 
48 pages 
Full colour

81/2 x 11 ins 
32 pages 
Full colour

sCieNCe FighTs BaCK
Discover how scientists 
are fighting back against 
the issues that threaten 
mankind today and explore 
the incredible weapons 
they are deploying.

sTage sChool
Do you want to be on stage? 
Perhaps you’re a budding 
pop or movie star? Find 
out how you can become a 
superstar with the Stage 
School guide to stardom!

Titles in the series: 
Aircraft • Birds • Dinosaurs • Farm Animals • Holidays • Jungle Animals 
• Ocean Animals • Pets

71/2 x 9 ins 
24 pages 
Full colour

origami FuN
Try origami projects that 
are fun and exciting. These 
books provide clear, simple 
instructions and are an 
engaging introduction to 
this cool craft.


